Judul Skripsi: AN ANALYSIS OF NOUN PHRASES FOUND IN THE ARTICLE OF ISLAMIC ISSUES OF JAKARTA POST (MARCH – APRIL 2017 EDITION)

Abstrak: Key Word: Analysis, Noun Phrases

The objectives of the study are: (1) to find out the types of the noun phrase construction found in Islamic issues by Jakarta Post March – April 2017 edition. (2) to find out the most dominant kinds of noun phrase found in Islamic issues by Jakarta Post March – April 2017 edition. The problems of the study are: (1) what are the types of noun phrase construction found in Islamic issues by Jakarta Post March – April 2017 edition? (2) what is the most dominant of noun phrase found in Islamic issues by Jakarta Post March – April 2017 edition?. The research design of the study was mix of descriptive qualitative quantitative approach methodology. The writer used 4 articles of Islamic issues of Jakarta post than classified and analyzed the data. The results of the analyzed show that: (1) the profile of the type noun phrase construction in Islamic issues by Jakarta Post March – April 2017 edition there were some kinds of determiner, premodifier, and postmodifier. (2) the dominant types of noun phrase construction in Islamic issues of Jakarta Post was determiner with 38.9% out of 550 data noun phrases.
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